T HE ACUTE SUBJECTIVE responses (SRs) to alcohol are biphasic in nature (Earleywine, 1994; Earleywine and Martin, 1993; Martin et al., 1993) , with individuals reporting stimulatory and hedonic subjective effects as breath alcohol concentration (BrAC) rises or is at a peak (King et al., 2011a; Roche et al., 2014) , and largely sedative and aversive effects as BrAC declines (Newlin and Thomson, 1990; Ray et al., 2009) . While this pattern of SR has been characterized across numerous acute alcohol administration studies, individual SR has been shown to be highly variable and sensitive to a multitude of factors, including the alcohol dose that was administered and risk factors for development of an alcohol use disorder (AUD; King et al., 2011a; Quinn and Fromme, 2011) . In turn, the direction and magnitude of an individual's SR may play a significant role in their future alcohol use and risk for the development of an AUD. For example, in the laboratory, greater stimulatory and hedonic SRs are associated with increased alcohol preference and self-administration (Corbin et al., 2008; de Wit and Doty, 1994) , whereas greater sedative and aversive SRs, or reduced stimulatory and hedonic SRs, are associated with decreased alcohol consumption and preference (Chutuape and de Wit, 1994; de Wit et al., 1989) . Furthermore, sons of alcoholdependent individuals (vs. controls) display a reduced sedative/aversive SR in the laboratory (Schuckit, 1984) , and this SR is predictive of future AUD development, independent of the risk conveyed by family history of alcoholism (Schuckit and Smith, 1996; Schuckit et al., 2004) . Further, heavy drinkers, compared to light drinkers, display greater stimulatory and hedonic SRs during the rising BrAC limb and reduced sedative SR during the declining BrAC limb, a pattern which was predictive of future increases in binge drinking and the number of AUD symptoms (King et al., 2011a Roche et al., 2014) . Given the variability in SR and its importance to understanding the development of AUD, clearly characterizing the nature and measurement of SR is a high research priority.
While SR has been well characterized and is relatively stable within individual samples of at-risk drinkers (Roche et al., 2014; Schuckit and Smith, 1996) , there is little consilience on SR across studies or between different populations of at-risk drinkers. As a result, the role of independent dimensions of SR in the development in AUD remains under debate (King et al., 2011b; Newlin and Renton, 2010; Schuckit, 2011) . Both heightened and attenuated responses to alcohol have been theorized to contribute to AUD development among young adults with family history of the disorder or who regularly binge drink (King et al., 2011a Newlin and Renton, 2010; Newlin and Thomson, 1990; Quinn and Fromme, 2011; Schuckit, 2011; Schuckit and Smith, 1996) . These seemingly paradoxical theories on the relationship between SR and AUD development have been speculated to be due to several methodological inconsistencies, including the use of multiple and disparate SR measures across alcohol administration studies (King et al., 2011b; Ray et al., 2009 Ray et al., , 2010 . For example, a seminal series of studies by Schuckit and colleagues has indicated that reduced SR, as measured by the Subjective High Assessment Scale (SHAS), is highly predictive of future AUD development (Schuckit and Smith, 1996; Schuckit et al., 2004) . However, the SHAS appears to best describe "maximum terrible feelings" in response to alcohol (Schuckit, 1985; Schuckit and Gold, 1988) , or to be most strongly related to the sedative effects of alcohol (Ray et al., 2009 (Ray et al., , 2010 . Thus, the aforementioned series of studies may have only characterized the role of the aversive or sedative SR in AUD development without considering the contribution of the hedonic and stimulatory dimensions of SR. This is relevant, as the degree of stimulatory and hedonic SR is predictive of AUD symptomatology in heavy drinkers (King et al., 2011a and the positively reinforcing effects of alcohol are prominent in theories of AUD development (Newlin and Thomson, 1990 ). Yet, while the colleagues' (2011a, 2014) experiments used multiple measures to ensure the assessment of stimulating, sedating, and hedonic components of the SR, they did not include the SHAS, rendering the comparison and synthesizing of findings with the Schuckit studies difficult (Schuckit and Smith, 1996; Schuckit et al., 2004) .
While the concurrent use of multiple measures certainly provides a more comprehensive assessment of individual differences in SR, they also raise issues regarding how to best define the core constructs of SR and may even complicate the integration of findings in the alcohol administration literature because of the ambiguity of the relationship between the SR measures (Ray et al., 2009 (Ray et al., , 2010 . A more parsimonious conceptual understanding of the multiple dimensions encompassing SR would help advance and integrate the seemingly paradoxical SR literature. To that end, a previous study by our group (Ray et al., 2009 ) assessed SR across the rising BrAC limb during an alcohol administration study in a sample of heavy drinkers and examined the latent factor structure of SR as indexed by 3 commonly used measures: the SHAS, the Biphasic Alcohol Effects Scale (BAES: Martin et al., 1993) , and the Profile of Mood States (POMS: McNair et al., 1971) . Results revealed a 3-factor model which captured the following dimensions of subjective intoxication: (i) stimulation and other pleasant effects; (ii) sedation and unpleasant effects; and (iii) alleviation of tension and negative mood. Findings from this study support the notion that different measures of SR uniquely assess domains of individual differences in the phenomenology of the construct and that SR is multifaceted and should not be simply defined as either positive or negative on a single dimension. Rather, SR at moderate levels of alcohol dosing appears to have concomitant dimensions of positive reinforcement, negative reinforcement, and punishment (Ray et al., 2009) .
To further our understanding of SR, the goal of this study was to characterize the psychological structure of SR using exploratory factor analysis on a battery of self-report measures during a controlled intravenous (IV) alcohol challenge. To extend the results of our prior factor analytic work (Ray et al., 2009) and to determine whether the factor structure of SR differs as a function of drinking pattern, this study included 2 groups of drinkers (i.e., heavy and light drinkers). Furthermore, we seek to expand the conceptualization of SR measurement beyond the SHAS, BAES, and POMS via inclusion of a commonly used measure of alcohol craving, the Alcohol Urge Questionnaire (AUQ; Bohn et al., 1995; MacKillop, 2006) , and measures of alcohol "Liking" and "Wanting" based on incentive sensitization theory (King et al., 2011a Robinson and Berridge, 2001) . These additions are important for the promotion of consilience across alcohol challenge studies as no previous research has empirically established the structural relationship between craving, "Liking," "Wanting," and SR domains. Further we will examine the factor structure of these SR domains on both the ascending and descending limb of alcohol intoxication. We hypothesized that we would replicate the 3-factor model previously observed in heavy drinkers (Ray et al., 2009 ) with the addition of a fourth craving dimension. Further, as dose-dependent increases in SR along the ascending limb have been reported (e.g., King et al., 2011a; Ray et al., 2009) , this study characterized the latent factor structure of ascending limb SR at both the level of mean response, and response to an escalating dose in addition to descending limb SR. In light of previous work validating the BAES across ascending and descending limbs (Rueger et al., 2009) , we hypothesized that the factor structure of SR would be consistent across these 3 levels of analysis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
This study was approved by the Human Research Review Committee at the University of New Mexico. Nontreatment seeking drinkers (N = 242) were recruited from the community through fliers and advertisements targeting regular drinkers over the age of 21. To reduce the possibility of adverse events in the alcohol challenge, participants were required to be regular drinkers reporting at least 3 or more drinks (2 for women) twice per week. Participants with a history of depression with suicidal ideation or lifetime psychotic disorder were excluded. Based on their past 60-day drinking history, participants were split into 2 groups based on whether they were heavy drinkers (N = 132; i.e., ≥14 drinks per week for men, ≥7 for women; NIAAA, 1995) or light drinkers (N = 110; <14 (7 for women) drinks per week).
Screening Procedure
Initial eligibility was conducted via telephone screening, and eligible participants were then invited to a laboratory session. Upon arriving to the laboratory, participants provided written informed consent, were breathalyzed (Alcosensor IV from Intoximeters, Inc., St. Louis, MO), provided urine for a drug screen, and completed a battery of self-report questionnaires and interviews. All participants were required to test negative on a urine drug screen (except marijuana) and to have a BrAC reading of zero; otherwise, they were rescheduled. Female participants were required to test negative for pregnancy. This in-person assessment visit took approximately 2 hours after which time eligible participants traveled with the experimenter to a university-based hospital for the alcohol administration procedure.
Alcohol Administration Paradigm
Alcohol was administered intravenously in order to assess participants' SR to alcohol as distinct from learned responses to alcohol cues, and to allow for precise experimental control over BrAC (Li et al., 2001) . Each participant was tested individually following an established infusion protocol (Ray and Hutchison, 2004; Ray et al., 2013) . Participants were seated in a recliner chair with an IV catheter placed in their nondominant arm. Alcohol was administered using a 5% alcohol solution. Participants were infused at a rate of 0.166 ml/min 9 body weight in kilograms (0.126 ml/ min 9 body weight for females). The alcohol infusion started at half target rate, to ensure safety, and was then escalated to the full rate after 5 minutes of monitoring. BrAC was measured via breathalyzer every 3 to 5 minutes. Target ascending limb BrACs were 0.02, 0.04, and 0.06 g/dl. Upon reaching each target BrAC, infusion rates were reduced by half to maintain BrAC stable during testing (i.e., short-term clamping). Participants were told that they would receive alcohol but remained blinded to their BrAC throughout the experiment. The IV alcohol administration resulted in highly controlled BrAC levels at each assessment of the ascending limb: mean BrAC (SD): 0.020 (0.001), 0.040 (0.002), and 0.060 (0.002) g/dl. Participants took an average of 15.77 minutes to reach a BrAC of 0.02, 15.97 minutes (from assessment completion) to go from a BrAC of 0.02 to 0.04, and 16.48 minutes to reach the last target BrAC of 0.06. Participants were maintained at each target BrACs for approximately 5 to 7 minutes while they completed self-reports of SR. After completion of the 0.06 assessments, the IV catheter was removed. Participants' BrAC was monitored via breathalyzer approximately every 5 minutes and participants completed one descending limb self-report battery (target BrAC 0.04 g/dl).
Measures
Alcohol Use Measures. The timeline follow-back (TLFB) was administered in interview format to capture daily alcohol use over the 60 days prior to the visit (Sobell et al., 1988) . Several indicators of alcohol use quantity and frequency were computed from the TLFB included drinks per drinking day and number of drinking days. TLFB data were used to group participants based on their drinking pattern over the past 60 days (i.e., light vs. heavy drinking groups).
Subjective Response Measures. The following self-report measures were selected based on their frequent use in alcohol challenge research and were collected at the following BrAC time points: ascending 0.02, 0.04, and 0.06 g/dl, and descending 0.04 g/dl. The BAES was used to capture self-reported feelings of stimulation and sedation in response to alcohol and is a reliable and valid measure (Erblich and Earleywine, 1995; Martin et al., 1993; Roche et al., 2014) . In this sample, both BAES subscales were found to have excellent reliability at each BrAC time point (as ≥ 0.83). The SHAS captured subjective feelings of alcohol intoxication. This measure was adapted from Schuckit (1984) and has been widely used in alcohol challenge studies (Ray et al., 2009 (Ray et al., , 2012 . The SHAS was found to be highly reliable (as ≥ 0.88). The POMS is a popular affect scale with 4 dimensions: positive mood, negative mood, vigor, and tension. This version of the POMS has been validated in the context of alcohol administration at the doses examined in this study (Ray et al., 2009) . The vigor and positive mood subscales were found to have good reliability at every time point (as ≥ 0.85), and the tension and negative mood subscales had adequate internal reliability (as ≥ 0.61). The AUQ assesses state alcohol craving and has demonstrated high reliability in experimental studies including alcohol administration (Bohn et al., 1995; MacKillop, 2006) . The AUQ was highly reliable (as ≥ 0.84). Alcohol "Liking" and "Wanting" were assessed via single items from the Alcohol Rating Scale (Liking: "How much did you like the exposure to alcohol?" and Wanting: "Do you want to be infused with more alcohol?" Hobbs et al., 2005) . Both Liking and Wanting were rated on a 10-point Likert scale.
Data Analytic Strategy
In order to capture ascending limb SRs to alcohol both at the level of mean response and across alcohol dose, a series of linear multilevel random coefficient growth models were conducted on each SR variable. In these models, BrAC was centered at the 0.04 g/ dl time point, and both intercepts and linear slopes along rising BrAC were estimated as random effects at the subject level. This analytic scheme is comparable to conducting an ordinary least squares regression in each subject with a mean centered predictor variable (BrAC), which produces an intercept value equal to the mean of the outcome, and a slope representing the linear effect of BrAC. This methodology thus allows for the estimation of individual participants' mean response (predicted value at the mean BrAC time point) and dose response (linear effect of an escalating alcohol dose) parameters, via empirical Bayesian estimation. This approach has been shown to be superior to conducting a series of ordinary linear regression in each subject independently, as it allows for parameter estimation with missing data, and utilizes data from all participants in parameter estimation, thus reducing the influence of random measurement error (Raudenbush and Bryk, 2001) . These analytic procedures were selected for the following reasons: (1) to limit the number and redundancy of statistical tests; (2) mean and dose-response variables represent more mathematically dissociable aspects of alcohol response (mean r = 0.39, vs. 0.82 for individual time points), thus providing a stronger test of the true psychological structure of SR, particularly if a consistent factor structure is observed; and (3) to reduce the influence of random measurement error (Raudenbush and Bryk, 2001) . Of note, the dose response examined in this study is referring to the effect of a single escalating dose from a single alcohol administration. This is opposed to more traditional pharmacological dose studies where different doses are administered at separate sessions. All multilevel modeling was conducted using the lme function in the multilevel package (Bliese, 2008) in R version 2.13.1.
After these empirical Bayesian parameter estimates were computed for each subject, a series of exploratory factor analyses were conducted on the full sample to examine the latent factor structure of SR. Exploratory factor analysis was conducted using the fa function in the psych package (Revelle, 2014) . A minimum residual extraction technique was used to minimize the risk of Heywood cases while still producing reliable indices of latent factor structure (Revelle, 2014) . The Scree test was used to determine the number factors to extract (Velicer and Jackson, 1990) . Oblique factor rotation via direct oblimin was used, which allows factors to be correlated (Costello and Osborne, 2005) . A factor loading threshold of 0.32 was used to determine item inclusion in a factor (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2001) . While specific recommendations for adequate sample size in exploratory factor analysis have been contested in the statistics literature (e.g., Costello and Osborne, 2005) , factor analyses performed in this study exceeded the canonical recommendation of ≥ 10 subjects per variable (Everitt, 1975) .
Analytic procedures for descending limb data were nearly identical with a few exceptions. First, because descending limb data were only collected at a single time point, factor analytic techniques were applied to the SR raw data. Furthermore, owing to the lack of a clamping procedure on the descending limb, observed BrACs at this time point were substantially more variable (SD = 0.007). Thus, only data from subjects with a measured BrAC ≥ 0.030 and ≤0.050 were included in the analyses (N = 200; 111 heavy drinkers and 89 light drinkers).
RESULTS
Sample Characteristics
Sample characteristics are reported in Table 1 . No differences were observed between drinking groups (i.e., light vs. heavy drinkers) in terms of demographic variables including cigarette smoking (p-values ≥ 0.31). As expected, heavy drinkers reported greater drinking frequency and quantity and more alcohol-related problems (p-values < 0.001).
Ascending Limb Mean Response Factor Structure
For mean response over the ascending limb, examination of the Scree plot (Fig. 1A) suggested a 4-factor solution for the full sample. These 4 factors cumulatively explained 73% of the variance in SR variables with each factor contributing a substantial amount of variance (21, 18, 18, and 15%) . All items loaded ≥ 0.56 on their primary factor, and only 1 item, POMS Positive Mood, cross-loaded with both Factors 1 and 4 (loadings = 0.61 and À0.44, respectively).
As shown in Table 2 , Factor 1 comprised the scales BAES Stimulation, POMS Positive Mood, and POMS Vigor, suggesting that this factor represents a stimulatory and hedonic rewarding component of SR. Factor 2 was indexed by the AUQ as well as the "Liking" and "Wanting" items, suggesting that it represents a craving or motivational component of SR to alcohol. Factor 3 was indexed by the BAES Sedation and the SHAS scales, indicating that it represents the sedative and motor intoxication responses. Finally, Factor 4 was indicated by the POMS Tension and Negative Mood subscales as well as a negative loading of the POMS Positive Mood subscale, suggesting that this factor represents a negative affect dimension. Factors were also found to correlate with one another (r-range À0.22 to 0.42; Table 2 ).
Ascending Limb Dose -Response Factor Structure
As with ascending limb mean response, examination of the Scree plot suggested a 4-factor solution for alcohol dose responses (Fig. 1B) . These 4 factors cumulatively explained 54% of the overall variance and each factor contributed a substantial amount of variance (17, 16, 12, and 9%) . All items loaded ≥0.33 on their respective factors. Each item loaded on one and only one factor.
The factor structure of ascending limb dose responses was nearly identical to that observed for mean response (Table 2) . Factor 1 comprised the BAES Stimulation and POMS Positive Mood and Vigor subscales. Factor 2 was indicated by the BAES Sedation subscale as well as the SHAS. Factor 3 was comprised by the AUQ, "Liking," and "Wanting." Last, Factor 4 was comprised of the POMS Tension and Negative Mood subscales. Factors were also found to correlate with one another (r-range À0.10 to 0.31). These results revealed that, in the full sample, the factor structure of the ascending mean responses and the dose responses were consistent, representing the 4 domains of: Stimulation/Hedonia, Craving/Motivation, Sedation/Motor Intoxication, and Negative Affect.
Descending Limb Factor Structure
Four factors were also suggested for descending limb SR (Fig. 1C) . These factors cumulatively explained 71% of the overall variance and each factor contributed a significant amount of variance (20, 19, 17, and 14%) . Each item loaded ≥ 0.55 on their primary factor, although 2 items exhibited Ethnicity differences between groups were tested as a 5-level categorical variable, and overall distribution of ethnicity was not found to differ between groups; however, for simplicity of presentation, only percent Caucasian is reported. Table 3 ).
cross-loading. Specifically, POMS Positive Mood and POMS Negative Mood both loaded onto Factors 2 and 4 (
The factor structure of descending limb alcohol responses was fully analogous to the results obtained for both mean and dose responses on the ascending limb (Table 3) . Factor 1 comprised the BAES Stimulation and POMS Positive Mood and Vigor subscales. Factor 2 was indicated by the SHAS, the BAES Sedation, and the POMS Negative Mood subscales. Factor 3 was comprised of the AUQ, "Liking," and "Wanting." Last, Factor 4 was comprised of the POMS Tension and Negative Mood subscales and negatively loading POMS Positive Mood. Factors were also found to correlate with one another (r-range À0.21 to 0.32). In sum, the factor structure of SR was found to be consistent across ascending and descending limbs representing the 4 domains of Stimulation/Hedonia, Craving/Motivation, Sedation/ Motor Intoxication, and Negative Affect.
Factor Structure by Drinking Group
To examine whether the latent factor structure of alcohol responses was reliable across levels of drinking, the sample was split by weekly heavy drinking, followed by identical exploratory factor analysis procedures conducted in these groups separately.
The identified latent factor structure of alcohol response in heavy drinkers was fully analogous to that identified in the full sample (Table 4) . Specifically, a 4-factor solution was suggested for ascending limb mean response with the 4 factors explaining 72% of the total variance with identical item Significant factor loadings are bolded. In the full sample, a 4-factor solution was supported both for mean and dose responses representing the following subjective response domains: Stimulation/Hedonia, Craving/Motivation, Sedation/Motor Intoxication, and Negative Affect. clustering as with the full sample. A 4-factor solution was also suggested in terms of ascending limb dose response and descending limb with identical item clustering as with the full sample (54 and 71% variance explained, respectively). Thus, as with the full sample, in the heavy drinking subsample, alcohol responses at all levels of analysis were clustered into the 4 domains of Stimulation/Hedonia, Craving/Motivation, Sedation/Motor Intoxication, and Negative Affect.
For light drinkers, a 3-factor solution was identified as the best solution for ascending limb mean response to alcohol (Table 4 ). These 3 factors explained 65% of the variance and each factor explained individually a substantial amount of variance (23, 22, and 20%, respectively) . In terms of mean response, Factors 1 and 3 were identical to the Stimulation/ Hedonia and Craving/Motivation factors identified in the full sample. The second factor, however, was indexed by the BAES Sedation, SHAS, POMS Tension, and POMS Negative Mood, suggesting a general negative valence dimension.
Three factors were also suggested for ascending limb dose response in light drinkers (51% variance explained; Table 4 ). In terms of alcohol dose response, the second and third factors were analogous to the Sedation/Intoxication and Negative Affect dimensions identified in the full sample. However, the first factor was comprised of the BAES stimulation, POMS Positive Mood, POMS Vigor, AUQ, "Liking," and "Wanting," suggesting a general positive valence response dimension.
Among light drinkers, descending limb factor structure was nearly identical to that observed for ascending limb mean response. Specifically, 3 factors were observed (63% of variance explained) with a general negative valence Factor 1 indexed by the BAES Sedation, SHAS, and the POMS Tension and Negative Mood subscales. Factor 2 was indicated by the BAES Stimulation, POMS Positive Mood and Vigor subscales, and negative loading of the POMS Negative Mood subscale. Last, the third factor was comprised of the AUQ, "Liking," and "Wanting" and negative loading of the POMS Tension subscale.
DISCUSSION
The goal of this study was to promote consilience in alcohol challenge research through examination of the latent factor structure of SR as assessed using a battery of commonly used self-report measures and during a highly controlled IV alcohol challenge. In these analyses, we were able to replicate a 3-factor structure of SR reported previously using the BAES, SHAS, and POMS measures (Ray et al., 2009 ) along the ascending limb at the level of both mean and dose response. This study also aimed to extend this multidimensional model by incorporating assessments of alcohol craving, "Liking," and "Wanting" in the conceptual framework of SR. Our results revealed that these 3 measures comprised a fourth Craving/Motivation factor. The inclusion of these additional items provides valuable insight into the structure of SR through incorporating craving and motivational salience, which are key constructs in alcoholism and addiction etiology (Addolorato et al., 2005; Drummond et al., 2000; Berridge, 1993, 2001; de Wit, 2000) . It should be noted that this study assessed alcohol-induced craving as opposed to unprovoked or cue-induced craving. Together these results suggest that SR is a multidimensional construct with 4 distinct domains representing Stimulation/Hedonia, Craving/Motivation, Sedation/Motor Intoxication, and Negative Affect. Furthermore, we were able to validate this 4-factor structure on the descending limb of alcohol intoxication, thus providing much needed insight regarding the parallelism of SR structure on ascending versus descending Significant factor loadings are bolded. In the full sample, a 4-factor solution was supported descending limb alcohol responses representing the following subjective response domains: Stimulation/Hedonia, Craving/Motivation, Sedation/Motor Intoxication, and Negative Affect.
limb. These results suggest that future alcohol challenge studies should assess these 4 domains of SR to ensure full coverage of alcohol's subjective effects while reducing the number of redundant comparisons and perhaps increasing power to detect meaningful effects.
As a secondary aim, this study assessed the generalizability of this factor structure to different drinking groups. To achieve this goal, participants were dichotomized into light drinkers or heavy drinkers based on a threshold of 14 drinks (7 for women) per week (NIAAA, 1995) . The 4-factor structure identified in the full sample was fully maintained in the subsample of heavy drinkers. In light drinkers, however, a 3factor structure was observed. Specifically, in terms of ascending limb mean response and descending limb, sedation, and negative affect loaded on a single negative valence factor, and in terms of dose-response stimulation and craving loaded on a single positive valence factor. Together these results suggest that heavy drinkers may experience greater dissociation in terms of SR, whereas light drinkers are more inclined to report global positive or negative responses to alcohol. Alternatively, tolerance and sensitization to the effects of alcohol may influence specific domains of alcohol response that would result in greater dissociation of SR constructs in heavy drinkers as compared to lighter drinkers. Further research is needed to validate and disentangle these potential effects.
While some of the results were direct replications of previous research by our group (Ray et al., 2009) , alcohol Significant loadings are bolded. In heavy drinkers, the factor structure was analogous to the full sample. In light drinkers, subjective responses were better summarized by a 3-factor solution where mean responses consisted of Stimulation/Hedonia, Craving/Motivation, and a general negative valence factor, and dose responses consisted of a general positive valence factor, Sedation/Motor Intoxication, and Negative Affect.
"Liking" was expected to load with stimulation and hedonic domains (Bice and Kiefer, 1990; Hobbs et al., 2005; Berridge, 1993, 2001) . In these data, however, "Liking" was found to load with the AUQ and "Wanting" to a greater extent than stimulation and positive affect scales. In fact, alcohol "Liking" was most highly correlated with "Wanting" (mean response: r = 0.71; dose response: r = 0.39, descending: r = 0.65). These results stand in opposition to the predictions of incentive sensitization theory which proposes that hedonic reward and motivational salience are both phenotypically and neurobiologically dissociable constructs, particularly in dependence Berridge, 1993, 2001) . The high correlation between "Liking" and "Wanting" in these data may be influenced by the assessment procedure. This and many other similar alcohol challenge studies have assessed these 2 constructs with single items within a common measure and thus proximal in time. As a result, it is possible that responses on the "Liking" item may contaminate the assessment of "Wanting" as subjects may recall their answer to their enjoyment of the alcohol dose when responding whether they would want more (Podsakoff and Organ, 1986; Salancik and Pfeffer, 1977) . Studies that have utilized different assessment techniques for "Liking" and "Wanting" have demonstrated greater dissociation between these constructs (Hobbs et al., 2005) .
Alternatively, the high correlation between "Liking" and "Wanting" in this sample may reflect the possibility that Liking and Wanting are still closely linked in many drinkers. "Liking" is a fairly vague measure as it may refer both hedonic reward and alleviation of negative affect, and thus may simply be a global assessment of whether the subject had a net positive experience with the alcohol and thus would like to continue that experience, which would be expressed via wanting more alcohol. Conversely, the detailed assessment of Stimulation/Hedonia may capture in a more refined phenotype uniquely measuring a subset of positive and invigorating responses to alcohol. Recent work by our group has lent support to this idea that stimulation and hedonic assessments are sensitive to alcoholism-related differences in the association between hedonic reward and motivational salience as proposed by the incentive sensitization model of addiction (Bujarski and Ray, 2014) .
Recent scale construction work has argued that the BAES and the SHAS do not adequately assess all 4 affective quadrants affected by alcohol consumption (i.e., high/low arousal 9 positive/negative valence; Morean et al., 2012 Morean et al., , 2013 . Thus, Morean and colleagues (2013) have developed the 4-factor Subjective Effects of Alcohol Scale (SEAS), which expands SR measures by assessing high arousal negative (e.g., "demanding," "rude," and "aggressive") and low arousal positive (e.g., "mellow," "relaxed," and "calm") domains. While the SEAS measure was not included in this study, our inclusion of the POMS invites comparison to the SEAS. Specifically, while the direction is reversed, the ten-sion subscale of the POMS contains identical items as the SEAS low arousal positive subscale (e.g., "calm" and "relaxed"). Thus, the tension subscale may be capturing a similar psychological construct as this SEAS subscale, although this proposition should be subjected to direct empirical investigation in future studies. However, while our data may have captured low arousal positive SR, no items in our data substantively overlapped with high arousal negative items.
This study and its findings should be interpreted in light of design strengths and limitations. Study strengths include the large sample size comprised of both light and heavy drinkers, the controlled alcohol administration methods, the reliance on multiple valid measures of SR to alcohol, and the analytic approach accounting for alcohol dosing, BrAC limb, and drinking pattern. Limitations include the moderate dose of alcohol, the lack of a saline or placebo control, and the lack of representation of more severe and chronic drinkers. As with all IV alcohol studies, this study sacrifices external validity for greater experimental control, and thus, future research should validate the observed factor structure using more naturalistic designs (e.g., oral alcohol dosing). Last, while the time frame of the alcohol administration was brief (~1.5 hours), it is possible that acute sensitization and/or acute tolerance effects may have influenced the data and results.
In sum, this study extends alcohol challenge research by suggesting that SR is indeed a multifaceted construct, consistent with recent longitudinal work ascertaining its etiological contribution (King et al., 2011a . Further, the observed distinction between light and heavy drinkers is consistent with the notion that alcohol exposure may alter the course of SR, and this study suggests that heavy drinkers experience greater dissociation of SR dimensions as compared to light drinkers for whom alcohol's effects may be more globally experienced as positive or negative. An important implication of this finding is that studies of SR in light drinkers may not translate effectively for heavy drinkers (and beyond) given that the structure of the core constructs differs. Future studies including more chronic alcohol users may reveal further structural differences in the SR constructs associated with level of alcohol use. Ultimately, longitudinal studies examining these constructs over the course of drinking trajectories at the individual level are needed to further our understanding of SR as a dynamic construct that may be sensitive to neuroadaptation resulting from chronic alcohol intake.
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